
1. Sign up and join the GreenShare-Programme here 

2. Decide which item(s) are still good and you can give out.  

3. Send us a message us via Whatsapp or Telegram at +4176 6033879 for each item or
group of items, with:     a) an accurate description and at least 1 image per item 
                                           b) a preferred moment and exact location for pick-up
                         

4. We will review the items. When ok; we will confirm pick-up time and location.

5. We will pass by with our E-Transporter and pick up the items.  

6. We will share the items with local people and projects!

Are you organising events in Davos?
 
Share the items and materials that are still good, but you no longer need
with local projects and the people of Davos! Help save CO2 , avoid waste
and keep good resources in a loop. 

In 2023 we saved over 2000 items and avoided 10'000 kg of CO2. 

GreenShare
Bringing resources back in a loop!
From the events taking place in Davos during the WEF Annual Meeting Jan ’24

GreenShare 2024: how does it work? 
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GreenShare is a project from the Swiss NGO GreenUp. It is sponsored by the city of Davos, and the World Economic
Forum. We ask all that join the GreenShare programme and hence benefit from it, to contribute to its success with a
donation of choice. Are you not participating, but you still would like to contribute? You can do so over the website. 

 QUESTIONS?
Whatsapp/Telegram/Phone

Nicole Keller 
at +41786813052, or

nicole@green-up.ch

Join the programme and we come and pick up good items with
our E-Transporter. Cost: donate 500 CHF or what it is worth to you. 

GREENSHARE
WEBSITE

IT & electronics 

https://forms.gle/VPoUTjDPXvifer8r8
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